BREWING TECHNOLOGY MADE SIMPLE

Introducing the next generation of coffee brewing... G4. The new G4 delivers high-tech advancements to make serving hot, fresh, gourmet coffee even easier. Its simple, intuitive, icon-driven interface includes features that will simplify brewing operations, provide fast and intuitive training and reduce service calls and costs. All with the touch of a button.
FEATURES

With a wide selection of features and programing flexibility, Curtis has taken coffee brewing technology to new heights with the Generation Four Gemini® and ThermoPro brewing system, a true leading-edge machine.

- **Large, 4.3” touch screen.**
- **Icon-driven interface** – streamlines and simplifies operation.
- **On-screen instructions** – provide fast, intuitive training and reduce service calls.
- **Real time feedback** – of the brewing process helps eliminate user error.
- **Built-in self diagnostic system** – alerts operator of system failure and when the machine is in need of preventive maintenance.
- **Probe Sensing System** – advises the "health" of tank probe. Alerts operator if excessive lime/scale is present on probe. (*PAT. PEND.)
- **Energy saving mode** – is easily customized allowing unique setting for specific operator needs and applications.
- **Patented G4 digital controller** – can be used in multiple Curtis brewing systems, reducing parts inventory.

WARNING - These products can expose you to chemicals including Acrylamide and Bisphenol A (BPA), which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information visit www.P65Warnings.ca.gov